
   Aprilia SR, Dragster, Runner, Typhoon, Skipper; Air and Liquid Cooled 125/180 Machines. 
 

 Stages may vary according to each machine and type. We can select a package to suit your budget, performance requirements and put together 
a comprehensive starter package if you wish. Our helpful sales staff are ready to assist. 

Just give us a call on 01524 850800 for fast friendly advice. Checkout full listings in the relevant sections. 
 

To get the best out of these engines we offer the following tried and tested tuning stages. Buy with confidence for unbeatable performance 
on or off the drag strip. Our works pro-sprinter was In house dyno tested to 42.8 HP.RWHP. Race proven for best performance/value,  

back-up data and technical support second to none. Nobody makes these engines go faster...time set in 2006, F.I.A. Santa Pod ¼ mile time 
11.90sec 104.98mph –without Nitrous Oxide assistance. To date this time still remains unbeaten.  

 
Listed below are various bolt on tuning stages 125/180cc machines. Parts have been in house dyno developed to bring you the best tuning  
combinations. Parts listed have been carefully selected to give you a guide on the biggest increase in performance, reliability and value for 
money. We are constantly pushing the edge of development on these machines, to give you -the end user the performance and reliability  

expected. However as new parts or updates/methods become available, we reserve the right to alter stages, products, brands, methods and 
prices as required. If you however wish to proceed in separate stages please follow the format below for best results. We can provide an in  

house fitting and dyno service. All engines stripped checked/assessed for wear and correct tolerances and for good workshop practice,  
all bearings /seals are replaced. Bearings are to original or higher specifications as required. 

Stages 1to 9 are about as far as you can go without additional porting/machining work to get more power, as the limitations imposed by 
crankcase reed opening and porting arrangement etc. are closely matched for the engines target BMEP (brake mean effective pressure).  

 
Aprilia SR, Piaggio Typhoon, Gilera 180 Runner, Italjet Dragster 125/180 - BOLT ON POWER Stage 1. 
"Our aim was to produce a performance product that the average owner could bolt on himself at home without any specialist tools or knowledge, 
then go out riding with an extra 2.5-3hp more, 1 hour later". Basically in order to get good performance we have kept the fitting of the PM52 (SR) 
PM55Mk2/ PM59 (+3.5HP) as easy as possible. There is usually no need to start messing around with variator rollers and transmission parts etc. just 
follow the instructions, take the old exhaust off and bolt the PM52/ PM55MK2/PM59 on, adjust the needle position and air screw as per instructions 
and that's it. 
 
Feed Back Most 180 owners we spoke to said that if the performance was improved at lower to upper mid range, the already fast 180 would be an 
even better scooter, and would add more excitement to the fun factor, indeed most felt the top end speed of around 80-85 mph was sufficient for the 
braking, and poor handling character of the 125/180. Armed with this knowledge we concentrated the PM52/PM55MK2/PM59 power delivery for lower 
to upper mid range performance. 
 
Design Concept Many months of computer simulation design work and proto-types followed with countless months of intense in house dyno  
research and development, until we arrived at the finished full multi tapered exhaust system the PM52/PM55/ PM59. Other factors like noise  
emissions, ease of mounting, ground clearance, vibration isolation, build construction and engine reliability were all carefully considered -not forgetting 
building the system to a price. As always PM Tuning pride themselves on the quality of their high workmanship and the PM52/PM55/ PM59 is no  
exception, built using only the highest quality available materials a lot of fine hand craftsmanship and care, we now feel the PM55/ PM59 offers the 
finest performance available from the standard or tuned engine configurations. 

SUMMARY OF PARTS AND GENERAL ORDER OF FITMENT  
X-TECH POWER PIPE Runner /Dragster/SR 125/180 power pipe PM55. 
Or the very latest strengthened 2010 spec- pipe PM59 with unique radical 360 deg rearward facing muffler. 
(SR’s Typhoon owners use PM52). X-TECH all exhausts provides a perfect platform for further tuning parts 
to be added. Power increase + 2.5 to 3.5HP all with 7 muffler options. 
 
Option 1. PM990 25mm Carb PM manifold kit PM carbon fiber mono petal reed block PM PRE JETTED to 
suit standard air box.  
 
Option 2. (With a selection PM sports foam filter pod to suit see website    
adds extra 0.5 hp must be used use with PM Carb jet correction kit dynojett2 )     
 
Option 1.  PM998 (+2.5hp) CNC billet High compression billet cylinder head kit with 
radial cooling fins complete with O rings and fitting instructions this head fits under the 
original outer skull cap. 

Option 2 PM996/997 CNC MACHINED TYPE PRO-STREET BILLET HEAD PM997. 
CNC centered billet head with radial cooling fins and PM996 outer skullcap anodized gold. This combo set 
has to be used as a pair, as the spark plug location has been moved downwards to exactly dead center 
this position provides the best burn cycle during the combustion process, giving improved throttle response 
cleaner emissions with an additional 1hp over our PM998 billet head as used on our  2003/2004/2005/2006 
Championship winning and record  breaking pro-street + pro– sprint works machines. 

 
Cylinder Kits PMCK0007-8-9 (See pages 3-4 for our latest PM PRO-STREET cylinder kit options)  
Gilera Runner Dragster L/C 125/180 MALOSSI 172 kit M3111140 complete with piston kit gaskets and 
head etc. Or use M3111139  without Malossi head for use with PM billet heads). 
Air-cooled MALOSSI SR/Skipper/Typhoon 172cc kit complete with piston kit gaskets and head etc. 
M318237.  
 
 

Most prices have now been reduced in line with the cheapest global web sites; please check our website for latest bargain prices.  
Enter the part number listed into our search facility to go directly to the product you want, there you will see a product image and price,  

 Then simply ‘add to basket’ and follow the online prompts. Or search by machine make year and model.  
www.pmtuning.co.uk 



PM PRO STREET 03/04/05/06 Championship Winning / Record Breaking Pro-Street + Pro-Sprint conversions.  
11.90 seconds 104.98mph terminal speed 12/08/06 Santa Pod FIA international raceway Standing ¼ mile  

6.19. 150meters world record @ Hockenhiem 2006 scooter weekend.  
 

Power hungry Runner /Dragster /SR owners wishing to go orbital can now advance onto our: ‘PRO STREET PACKAGE’ 
This basically utilizes Stages 1/2/3/5/6/7/8 with further cylinder head mods, cylinder, crankcase porting transmission and carburetor 
optimization, modifications to PM59 exhaust and reed valve components. All carefully built to exacting tolerance and optimised on 

our in house load cell rolling road dyno. 
 

 The above is only available as a PM Tuning in house set up deal, as this level of tuning requires careful setting up to obtain  
maximum performance and reliability (28 to 35hp) at the rear wheel). See Dyno graphs below. Visit our picture gallery for images. 

BRAKING/ Disc Brake   
SR/ Gilera Runner 125/180cc (BROKI37 runner) Oversize front disc brake rotors complete with caliper extension bracket and high quality race brake pads. 
Fits original forks. Fantastic stopping power!  
 
HEL Stainless steel braided brake hose kit with nylon coating  (clear or most colours) to prevent chafing.  
See brake section on our website for all options. 
 
PM Runner/Dragster 25/180 rear wavy disc kit PM9500 the idea is a well proven design in moto-X and road race  
applications. The shape of the disc promotes better cooling and increased surface area the wave action resist glazing. 
-This is a common problem associated with brake fade.  
PM Dragster Formula front wavy disc  PM9501 same advantages as above. 
Grimeca Runner/Dragster black rear caliper kit. PA564346B Inc. brake pads easy bleed improved modulation and brake power. 
Grimeca Dragster  black front caliper kit. PA56220R Inc: brake pads easy bleed improved modulation and braking power. 

 
● HANDLING - Handling to match the power increases!  
 
MALOSSI F32S Paioli Fork complete with Over Size disc rotor. A fully adjustable 32mm stanchion fork assembly for Gilera 
50/125/180 runners. Complete with over sized disc rotor M469627. 
 
MALOSSI F36S Adjustable high quality race fork assembly for Gilera 50/125/180 Gilera runners 36mm fork stanchions, 
gray anodised finish comes complete with 4-pot caliper for use with stock disc rotor M469625. 
 
PM TUNING  Nitrogen Gas Rear Shock Absorber PMSA0001 With a hose mounted dividing piston reservoir. 25 click  
adjustable compression damping and adjustable spring preload. A 14mm diameter piston rod with increased oil capacity to 
offer a greater cooling area to improve shock stability and performance. High quality CNC machined anodised alloy  
components and a stainless steel reservoir mounting strap. 
 
MALOSSI RS24 Fully adjustable Gas rear shock absorber M468308 
 
BITUBO shocks Runner Dragster, Aprilia, SR, Typhoon, 50/125/180 adjustable gas shock front and rear black/chrome 
body red spring. Lots of choice please see listings on line. 
 
PM999 Engine pivot bush kit  Runner, Dragster, Typhoon, Skipper engine pivot bush kit PM999 eliminates rear end flex 
during fast cornering a must for STD and kitted machines –Inc. extractor tool fitting instructions. New  and improved for 
2010 with bronze graphite inserts. 
 
PAREPAIR Runner/Dragster 125/180 engine pivot bush linkage repair kit complete with spacers, nylon bushes and O rings everything inc. to completely 
overhaul worn out assembly. We also stock the large doughnut silent block. 

PM Gear up kit PMGK0101 for all 125 machines converted to 172 PM Pro-Street or Malossi kits. 
(Gilera Runner/ Dragster 180 gear kit only required when used mainly for motorway work) M679925  
 
PM 125/180 variator PMVK0001 (NEW PRODUCT page5 )  for improved acceleration and extended speed range  
no loss of low-end speed transfer. This kit offers the best performance option for all 125/172/180 machines. 
 
POLINI Kevlar drive belts PO248.039 (125cc) PO248.018 (180cc) or latest Malossi X belt M6112737 
Eliminates belt slip due to power increase or worn out belts .Recommended if your machine has covered more than 
1500miles. Note when using the Malossi X belt a slight drop in roller weight is usually required. 
 
MALOSSI Up-rated digital ignition CDI box M5511399 in most cases helps with top end of the rev range.  
 
MALOSSI Adjustable Clutch Kit  M5211481 where fast stand  starts are essential for optimum ¼ mile times or  
traffic light blast off’s this conversion gives electrifying  starts without bogging the motor down on full throttle loadings.  
 
PM clutch drum PMCB0001 one of the fastest rotating parts in an auto motor. Our aim was to minimize the weight 
without compromising strength. The outer alloy cooling wing helps dissipate heat quickly and efficiently away from the 
clutch and vital transmission parts and help avoid power fade. 
 
PM TUNING RACE CRANKSHAFT 52mm, 54mm, 55mm stroke Full circle high primary compression crankshaft. 
Complete with alloy pack plate to suit. Made from top grade materials and tested to 42HP. Dynamically balanced 
(bored and plugged) for optimal rotational speeds at peak power. Don’t forget main bearing and seal kit to complete 
installation  PMBS0001. See website for details and prices. We advise using 54/55mm stroker only when reworking 
the transfer port durations. (recommended for advance tuners) 



PM MONSTER FORKS In the pursuit of supreme handling and to tame an ever increasing range of go-faster parts for the Runner, PM Tuning have  
developed one of the most technically advanced fork assemblies. Shock dyno refined, made using the latest materials and manufacturing techniques finished 
to a very high standard. Made specifically for the Gilera Runner 125/180/200 FX/SP/VXR Up to 2006 (also suitable for Runner 50 when using 125/180 brake 
caliper assembly). 
   
Designed, developed in the UK by tech head and M.D. Paul Melici "The Pro-street Monster fork has no real rivals, with a host of technically advanced  
features borrowed directly from high end Moto X suspensions these forks will simply blow you away." 
 
Features: 

• Massive 38mm stanchions 

• Available with optional titanium nitride fork stanchions gold or black 

• CNC Billet milled 6061 alloy triple clamp, feet and outer tube.  

• CNC machined steering stem. 

• Dual active Compression damping 12 setting 

• Dual active rebound damping 12 settings 

• Dual active spring preload adjustment 13mm 

• Adjustable fork height adjustment (446 to 428mm axel to bearing crown) 

• 95mm fork travel. 

• Suitable for standard or oversize disc kits 

• Dual air bleed-off screw 

• Fixed mounting posts for front mudguard 

• 12 months warranty and full spares backup. 

B. PM Tuning 'SAW' Wavy Front Brake Disc PM9509 Laser cut stainless steel, heat 

treated and precision ground. Now available for Runner/Dragster  50/ 125-180. The idea is a 
well proven concept in moto cross and road race applications the shape of the disc promotes 
better cooling and heat dissipation due to the shape and increased edge surface area, the 
wave action resist glazing a common problem associated with brake fade. Durability is           
increased with this type of disc due to the high quality special heat treated stainless steel. 
this disc kit provides optimum braking performance with trick looks.   

 A. PM Tuning 'SAW' Wavy Rear Brake Disc PM9508 Laser cut stainless steel, heat treated 

and precision ground. Now available for Runner/Dragster 125-180. The idea is a well 
proven concept in moto cross and road race applications the shape of the disc promotes better 
cooling and heat dissipation due to the shape and increased edge surface area, the wave action 
resist glazing a common problem associated with brake fade. Durability is increased with this 
type of disc due to the high quality special heat treated stainless steel. this disc kit provides    
optimum braking performance with trick looks.   
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C. PM Tuning 'SAW' Wavy Front Brake Disc – Oversize Kit PM95014   
Gilera Runner 125/180/200cc 2 and 4 stoke up 2006 oversize (260mm diameter) front saw 
disc heat treated and precision ground. The idea is a well proven concept in moto cross and 
road race applications the shape of the disc promotes better cooling and heat dissipation due 
to the shape and increased  edge surface area, the wave action resist glazing a common 
problem associated with brake fade. Durability is increased with this type of disc  due to the 
high quality special heat treated stainless steel. This disc kit provides optimum braking per-
formance with trick looks and is supplied with the required calliper extension bracket. Disc 
and bracket suitable for standard or PM Monster fork applications. Disc rotor alone can also 
be used to replace out 260mm Malossi Braking and Galfer discs. 



● PM CARBON Bodywork  
 
PM8004/A Universal air intake scoop ideal for bolting onto clutch cover etc 
PM6007 50/125/180 Runner front mudguard       
PM6008 125/180 Runner / SR / Dragster / Typhoon / Skipper carbon fiber hugger      
PM6009 125/180 Runner / Dragster flywheel cover 
PM6010 50/125 Aprilia SR front mudguard 
PM6011 50/125/180 Dragster front mudguard      
PM6013 50/125/180 Runner sports screen (SP50DD style)  
PM6013/A 50/125/180 Dragster sports screen    
PM6014 180 Dragster air scoop fits also 50/125     
PM6016 50/125/180 Dragster upper inner leg-shield shroud 
PM6018 50/125/180 Runner rear under tray 2 stroke old shape runner. Up to 2005 
PM6019 125/180 Runner rear under tray 4 stroke twin shock old shape runner. Up to 2005 
PM6020 50/125/180 Dragster header tank filler cover 
PM6021 50/125/180 Dragster radiator slat blade 
PM6022 50/125/180 Dragster rear seat pod cover 
PM6023 50/125/180 Dragster outer front leg-shield panel 
PM6024 50/125/180 Dragster rear side panels 
PM6025 50/125/180 Dragster front side pair slat blade vent 
 
PA436346 Plastic air scoop /cover genuine Piaggio item 
PA857356 Plastic nut cover genuine Piaggio item 
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● Workshop Tools: See our range online. 
 
We stock a range of tools such as variator holding tools, flywheel pullers, crank pullers, crank case 
separators and more. In order to help you with any fitting requirements. 



New for 2010. For Runner/Dragster  
125cc-180cc. High performance 172cc ceramic 
bore cylinder kit. Dyno tests show 25RWP @ 
8200RPM when used with PM59 Exhaust, PM 
Stage 2 Carb Kit and PMVK0001 Variator Kit. 

Port layouts to PM Stage 4 specification,  
Silicone Japanese race quality piston and  

tapered bore gudgeon pin. PM998 billet cylinder 
head with dowel locators. Complete with  

gaskets and fitting instructions. 

Same specification as Kit PMCK0007 but with 
the use of PM’s CNC centered billet head with 
radial cooling fins and PM996 outer skullcap  

-increased water holding capacity. Spark plug 
location has been moved downwards by approx 
4.5mm to exactly dead center this position, this 

provides the best burn cycle during the  
combustion process giving improved throttle 

response, cleaner emissions with the addition of 
1hp over our PM998 billet head. Hose fitting kit 

and skullcap gasket included. 

Limited edition of 100. Same specification as Kit 
PMCK0008 but with the addition of specialised 

‘Hand Finished’ blueprinting. This process  
provides optimum accuracy on all port opening 

times. All ports are carefully checked and 
cleaned from any casting flaws to exacting  

standards. A unique serial number and  
signature are issued on completion.  

The Signature Series Kit can be identified by a  
‘gun-metal’ anodised skullcap and CNC  

machined signature engraving to the rear of the 
cylinder. 

2. PM 36mm I.D Big Bore Exhaust Stub Fitting Kit. Required for 
owners wishing to use the above 3 kits when using PM55 and 
PM59 exhausts.  

1. PM High Performance Japanese Manufactured Racing  
    Piston Kit. Also suitable as an upgrade for all Malossi 172 kits. 

2.  1.  

PM1013/I PMPK0007 
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HOW TO ORDER ON-LINE BY MACHINE TYPE 
To select parts for your specific machine  

Follow steps to select make > Select model from list > Select part > Add to basket > Go to checkout. 

PM TUNING RACING PRODUCTS LTD.  
 WWW.PMTUNING.CO.UK 

01524 850800 
COMPANY REG No. 4366251 

UNIT 5-A MAJOR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,  
MIDDLETON ROAD, 
HEYSHAM, LANCS. LA3 3JS.  

● Triangulated Support Arm Brace. ‘TSAB’ 
 

The end product developed from years of research, development and world record breaking achievements. 
The same design has helped power the PM Pro-sprint racer to fame with the capability to handle the high power and torque loads from our latest X2 
350cc project.  
 
TSAB. 
Many of you will already be aware that the Piaggio 125/180 motor can suffer from catastrophic crankcase failure to the main engine casting this  
condition is not just limited to tuned motors. Our solution was to brace the right hand side of the engine from the exhaust crankcase mounting lugs to the 
rear lay shaft to form a triangulated support arm and at the same time provide a suitable mounting point for our PM59 X-Tech Pro exhaust. 
 
Note image 1 -A typical crankcase fracture; with an attempted repair. A potentially dangerous and expensive problem –easily avoided with ‘TSAB’. 
 
Benefits/ Features 
-To share lateral, torsional, and side loads transmitted through the engine case/swing arm.  
-Provides a suitable exhaust mounting platform for PM59 exhausts. 
-Eliminates rear hub bearing end float. 
-Helps avoid costly, dangerous and outright crankcase failure. 
-Available as secondary mounting option when purchasing PM59 exhaust.  
-No crankcase modifications required 
-Complete with fitting instructions, bearing, locking tab, 
 stainless steel fasteners etc.  
 

APPLICATION:  PM987 
Gilera Runner 125-180 (2stroke) 
Italjet Dragster 125-180  
Piaggio Hexagon 125-180 (2stroke) 
 
 
 

 
 

(Please note that new products are constantly being developed. See our range of New Products online.) 
 

● PM Pro-Street Variator Kit. PMVK0001The end result from our Sprint Championship Winning Machines. The basic task of the variator and rollers 
combination is to maintain peak RPM power during acceleration right up to the point where the pulleys become fully extended and run out of gearing.  
Our light weight variator hub and steel back ramp design performs the task of maximising drive like no other, giving a seamless wave of hard acceleration 
over the entire speed range with it's perfectly matched choice of 2 TQ spring options. Manufactured from the latest materials and employing the latest in 
technologies during the manufacturing process. Self lubricating Graphite impregnated Bronze centre bush and tough variator rollers, keep maintenance 
and wear down to a minimum. 
 

● 12 Piece Evo Body Kits -For Pre-2006 Gilera Runner. Available in 8 colours... 
 
- Red 
- Black 
- White 
- Yellow 
- Metallic Silver 
- Kawasaki Green  
- Metallic Burnt Orange 
- Carbon Fibre Effect 
 
 


